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Role of Telecom Companies in India’s Financial Inclusion 

1) Introduction 

 India’s financial inclusion has been focused on access to banking and financial services, with a broad 
consensus that technology is key to cost-effective financial transactions.  

 Telcos play a critical role in ensuring the requisite connectivity for this digital world 

 banks and telecom operators are the two main players in taking financial services to the masses 

2) Role of Telecom Companies 

 Providing Digital Connectivity for Accessing Financial Services (IMPS, UPI, BBPS, Net Banking etc) & 
Carrying Out Financial Transactions 

  Mobile is an essential component of JAM trinity which has helped us in making DBTs more 
effective.  

 With internet connectivity, the beneficiary can keep a track of their account which significantly 
reduces the involvement of middle men. 

 Financial Inclusion efforts through Connectivity to Smartphone’s has helped in transition towards a 
Cashless Economy   

  “Payment Banks” and “small banks” allowed telecom players for providing financial services like 
third-party products and services, such as mutual funds, insurance and pension. 

  Bricks and mortar business of the banks get reduced and this reduces the transaction cost of banks, 
money could be used for other constructive purposes like advancing Priority Sector Lending 

 Decisions by TRAI such as Telecom Spectrum Sharing & Upholding Net Neutrality Principles will 
boost Financial Inclusion 

 Telecom connectivity will help in breaking the barrier of physical access by reaching to remote 
areas 

 This helps in Improving digital literacy along with financial literacy 

 Online transactions reduces cost of services 

 The services will be available 24*7 unlike physical banking services 

  Mobile technology platforms came to the fore offering services like mobile wallet, mobile money, 
etc.  

 affordable remittances provided by payment banks could lead to overall development of those who 
are financially excluded 

3) International examples 

 In Kenya, m-pesa has established itself as a benchmark for mobile money deployments worldwide. 
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 In Bangladesh, millions have been brought into regulated banking system through bKash Limited, a 
mobile financial service where  ordinary people send and receive funds, including international 
remittances, through their own mobile phones and personal identification number-protected 
accounts. 

 MTN Uganda launched “Mobile Money” in 2009 on the lines of M-PESA. MTN developed a 
robust and easy-to-use product clocking 1 million registrations in 1 year  

4) Concerns 

 The problem is that while the national focus is always on call drops, there is barely any discussion 
on connectivity for financial inclusion.  

 Connectivity is a serious operational challenge reported by agents in the MicroSave nationwide 
survey of PMJDY  

 Official data shows that only 27 per cent of villages in India have a bank within a five km radius and 
the number of those without a basic bank account is still huge. 

 Internet/broadband penetration gives us the realistic picture of the last-mile challenges to financial 
inclusion. 

 The absence of mandatory requirement to report data at the district block or sub-service area 
levels denies appropriate analysis of our readiness towards financial inclusion.  

 Teledensity is inadequate to capture the requirements for technology platforms on which financial 
inclusion landscape is being built 

 Illiteracy ats as an impediment which restricts people from using smart phones and internet 

 Online transactions have made it relatively easier on the part of terrorists and naxals to carry out 
transactions 

 Higher Tariff Prices Pose Challenge to Accessing Financial Services via Internet  

 Threats of Cyber Security & Lack of Digital Awareness among masses make them Vulnerable & 
Susceptible to Cyber-attacks 

 poor people lack proper documents and hence cannot fulfil KYC norms 

5) Need of the Hour 

 Need to focus on telecom infrastructure and service quality to enable transactions, transfers and 
withdrawals of funds. 

 financial inclusion will be a non-starter in areas with low or no connectivity 

  It is time that the Department of Financial Services (DFS), TRAI, the RBI, the Indian Banks 
Association (IBA) and the Cellular Operators Association of India (Coai) coordinate to notify the 
minimum telecom service requirements for devices for conducting mobile financial transactions. 
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 skill sets, organisational and management capabilities, technology savviness and commitment 
which may well be beyond the ken of the traditional banker 

 Besides mobile payments and universal access to financial services — private players have been 
way ahead 

 The telecom footprint needs to be monitored more granularly to check availability and quality of 
internet and broadband services at the locations of ‘Bank Mitras’ (business correspondents or BC) 
across India.  

 Granular assessments call for tower footprints and bandwidth availability to be mapped to the 
locations of BC outlets. 

 In some of the areas, mobile connectivity may not be commercially viable to start with, but the 
telecom service providers may be encouraged to use their corporate social responsibility funds for 
this purpose  

 


